NCLSAT MEETING MINUTES FEBRUARY 13, 2017 12:30-1:20 (Welland Campus)

Present:
Library Staff:
Bellan D.
Students:
Patricia W.

Classes represented:
Child youth care practitioner (1st year in program/3rd year at NC)

Introductions and refreshments

• Welcomed student to the meeting.

Discussion items

• Touch on previous agenda items
• Student observations and ideas
• Discussion of Library services and space
• AIS
• NCreads
• Recent happenings in the Library

Feedback

• Remarked that students services being in one place (in the Library) was still a really big plus for them
• Student that attended NCLSAT today also attended NCReads and really liked the location it took place in this time around
• Mentioned that it would be nice for the library to offer tech sessions/or to add tech classes to the drop-in sessions
• Discussed that perhaps the Library could offer up a newsletter and/or have a space in the students newspaper to add highlights or offerings Library has (ie. Sessions/equipment loans)
• They saw potential for exploratory space and hope we will get one at this campus as well
• Proposed there could be a map of the library on the door outside or when you first come in the Library
• In addition to a map or in place of a layout map we could add more signage, and not just for IT or reference, but books, computers, etc.
• Mentioned troubles they had with the self-renewal section. Could we change PIN explanation to just be mm/dd
• A desire for more computers and seating areas in Library. Discussed perhaps having more laptops in place of PC space would perhaps help with issues of not getting a PC space in Library
• Suggested perhaps having some more quick access computers. Mentioned perhaps having PCs or laptops along the glass by the book stacks/ramp students could stand at to get quick work down
• Can the area outside the library (old info area) be used or booked by students?
• Mentioned they would really like to have some rest/nap areas. Asked about previous point in meeting about Nap pods. Student was receptive to having that relaxed area in Library and they would love a Nap pod or something similar to rest between classes vs going home

Reminders

Thanked student for attending and great discussion. Reminded them we would advertise next meeting asap. Minutes for this meeting will be up on NCLSAT site asap.